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Who are the best people to talk to about additional support?  

 In the first instance, it is always best to speak to your child’s class teacher  

 Key Stage Leaders:  

- Mrs L Mayes (Early Years) 

- Mrs K Steele (Years 1 & 2) 

- Mrs A Philpin (Years 3, 4 & 5) 

- Mrs J  Uttley (Year 6) 

 SENCo- Mrs J Uttley 

 Acting Head Teacher –Mrs A Morrison 

Special Educational Needs at Abbots Green Community Primary School 

As a school we recognise that each child has a variety of abilities.  Children with Special Educational 
Needs and Disabilities (SEND) who need support within one of the four areas of SEND; Communication 
and Interaction, Cognition and Learning, Social, mental and emotional health and sensory and/or 
Physical needs will require effective inclusion across the curriculum and will require additional 
intervention and provision to be made to enable them to access a broad and balanced curriculum. 
Abbots Green is committed to children with SEND. We believe that every child should participate to the 
best of their ability in the everyday life of the school.  The purpose of this report is to outline how we 
teach and support children so that they are able to achieve their potential.  
 
How does the school identify children who may need SEN support?  
 
All pupils are entitled to access a broad and balanced curriculum. Through identification we are able to 

plan for each individual learners needs and ensure that the correct support is put in place for each child.   

The Code of practice identifies 4 broad categories of need: 

1) Communication and interaction 

2) Cognition and learning 

3) Social, emotional and mental health difficulties  

4) Sensory and/or physical needs  

We identify the needs of our learners by looking at the whole child and we use a range of assessment 

measures so we are able to understand and support each child fully, these include:  

-Information from parents/carers  

-Information from pupils  

-Information from class teachers 

-Tracking progress of pupils learning and sharing this information during pupil progress meetings 

-Setting achievable and measurable targets termly and careful monitoring of targets.  

-Observations of pupils by class teachers/ Key Stage Leaders/SENCo  

-Standardised assessments, (including Phab (phonics), BPVS (British Picture Vocabulary Scale , Salford  

Reading test) 

-Support/discussions and observations from Outside Agencies.  

Teachers and the SENCo are happy to meet with parents whenever possible to discuss pupils’ progress or 

any concerns, we believe that this is fundamental to the success of our pupils and benefits all involved 

greatly.  



 

What are the different types of support available in school?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We assess and provide personalised learning within 3 levels of support. 

-The first support is accessed through the classroom and Quality First Teaching, this is organised through 

the class teacher; pupils will have their own set of targets or learning objectives for each reading, writing 

and maths.   

-learning is differentiated to meet the needs of all of the learners and to support learners in achieving 

their targets.  

-pupils may have individual requirements/support at this stage, and therefore may have specific 

resources to support their learning. Work may be adapted for learners to help them to access 

appropriately.  

-The second level of support, takes place through more specific and targeted teaching, this may be 

through a range of interventions/small group work to target specific difficulties that learners may have.  

-The third level of support comes through more specific interventions and/or a high level of support 

within the classroom, at times this may be 1:1 support or interventions.  Pupils may have access to 

outside agencies for further support and advice, these may be Educational Psychologists, Speech and 

Language Specialists, Local Authority Advisors for example.  At this stage, pupils will have a personal 

pupil passport detailing the provision that they have, which may include interventions, classroom 

support or resources.  These passports provide essential information for our learners and help staff and 
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parents support learners in progressing towards their next steps.  In some circumstances, pupils may 

require an EHC Plan to support and plan for children with more complex needs.  

 

 

How is extra support allocated to children?  

The Local Authority for Suffolk allocate an annual SEN budget, which is distributed according to the 

needs of the pupils across the county.  All staff members meet regularly to discuss and review support 

for pupils as is necessary.  

How will we measure progress and review provision for each child? 

All children have individual targets which are monitored and reviewed as an ongoing process.  Teaching 

staff meet with the Senior Leadership Team to have regular meetings where pupil’s progress is discussed 

and monitored carefully.   Pupils’ progress is tracked on our tracking system – Target Tracker.  Pupils may 

have assessments as part of their learning experience to track their learning.   

All children registered as School Support will have a pupil passport with half termly targets which are 

reviewed at the end of the period with both pupils and parents/carers, through structured 

conversations.  

How can I tell the school I am concerned about my child’s progress or wellbeing?  

Your first step should be to speak to your child’s class teacher and the Key Stage leader.  If you feel that 

additional support is needed beyond the current level of support being given, please contact the SENCo- 

Jo Uttley, or the Acting Head Teacher- Angie Morrison.  

To speak to a named member of staff please contact the school office to make an appointment. 

How will the school work with me as a parent in discussions about my child’s learning?  

-we will invite you in to discuss your child and any concerns you may have.  

-we will review targets and discuss next steps at school and at home.  

-we will discuss further and future support that may be required and make any referrals to outside 

agencies as necessary. 

-we will review progress termly and discuss next steps.  

 

How do we involve young people with SEN in discussions about their education and support?  

We encourage children to talk about their learning and what their next steps are.  

Pupils on the School support register are encouraged to participate in discussions about their personal 

targets and discuss with staff and parents what they can do to move their learning on.  Pupil passports 

are designed and developed as child friendly passports and children are involved in all stages of their 

creation.  

How are adults in school helped to work with children with SEN and what training do they have?  

All teachers are trained to provide Quality First Teaching and learning is differentiated and adapted 

carefully with all pupils in mind.  Teachers regularly attend meetings and training to develop supporting 

learners with Special Educational Needs through both external and internal training. Good practice is 

regularly shared through staff and Key Stage meetings.  We are fortunate to have staff trained in 

expertise and interventions such as Makaton, British Sign Language, PECs, Elklan, ASD, Lego therapy and 

gym trail. All staff receive regular training in safeguarding skills.  

 



 

How will the teaching and curriculum be adapted for my child with SEN?  

We have a wide variety of resources/strategies and specialist equipment that can support your child.   

These include:  

-carefully adapted and differentiated learning 

- Learning Support Assistants 

-Visual timetables /now and next boards /visual prompts 

-use of interactive whiteboard/Ipads and specialist ICT programmes. 

-workstations 

-Reading rulers 

-writing slopes and pencil grips 

-resources to develop and support fine motor skills.  

 

Who are the other people providing services to children with SEN?  

-Speech and Language Therapists 

-Local Advisory Team 

-Educational Psychologist 

-Occupational Therapy/Physiotherapists 

-County Inclusion Support Service 

-Parent Partnership Services 

-Paediatricians 

-Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services 

-GP, School Nursing Services and Health Visitors 

-County Inclusive Resource 

 

How is Abbots Green accessible to children with SEN?  

The main school building which houses Early Years, Key Stage 1 and the main hall is all on one level, all 

entrances and exits are accessible and there are two fully equipped disabled toilets.  Our Key Stage 2 

building has two floors, there are two disabled toilets available, one on each floor and a lift to allow 

access to the upstairs classrooms.  All entrances and exits are fully accessible.  All classrooms have 

interactive whiteboards and access to Ipads to enable visual learning.  Seating arrangements are 

considered carefully to ensure a good visual and auditory environment for learners.  

How will we support your child when they leave our school or move into another class?  

Children are prepared for their new classes or schools through a range of strategies, transitions are 

discussed carefully and considerately for all learners.  Pupils have opportunities to meet new staff and 

visit new schools.  Personalised books are created for learners moving to new schools and when needed 

in school too.  When necessary extra visits; social stories and transition plans are put in place to support 

vulnerable learners.  

Where else can I find support information as a parent of a child with SEN?  

You can read our school policies on relevant issues by visiting our website - SEN policy/Safeguarding 

Policy/ Behaviour Policy/Anti-bullying policy. 


